
 Learn more at playscapecreations.com.au
Call us today, to order 1300 669 074

INCLUSIVE ORBIT SPECIAL - 15% OFF!

** Pricing excludes associated freight and installation costs. Pricing includes inherent discount via any Panel Arrangement.  

Discount is valid until 9th April 2020

Sale Price $9,880+ GST             Normal Price  $11,624 + GST  

Inclusive play  |  Compliant to AS4685:2014  |  Stainless steel rails above ground  |  Galvanised steel frame below ground  

Easy to install  |  Compact grade laminate flooring and seating  |  Exclusive to Playscape Creations Australia wide

BRING INCLUSIVITY TO YOUR PARK



The Inclusive Orbit is an all-abilities carousel that promotes inclusion for 
children of all ages and abilities. 

The speed of rotation is user-driven and participants can share in the 
thrilling momentum that is generated collaboratively. As an activity, 
spinning helps children learn about the cause-and-effect relationships of 
body position and movement as they play. With no limits to the speed 
they can achieve, this carousel provides a versatile and innovative way to 
explore vestibular movement and challenge themselves.

Supported by a strong galvanised steel sub-frame, the inclusive orbit 
deck sits flush with the surrounding ground level to allow all-abilities and 
wheelchair platform access. The textured deck surface gives users sure 
footing in all-weather conditions, while the stainless steel handrails and 
support bars give all users numerous self-securing options.

The Inclusive Orbit comes complete with a full set of straightforward 
installation documentation, allowing you or your team to install on-site 
with ease.

With provision for multiple users, key features include;

 - One wheelchair, one standing and one seated bay

 - Manufactured in the UK, backed by our Australian warranty and 

maintenance team

 - Covered by 15-year warranty on the steel sub-frame, 5 years on 

the platform and seating panels and 25 years on the stainless steel 

elements

 - Low ongoing maintenance costs and greaseable stainless bearings

 - A world-class, highly engineered unit, compliant with Australian 

Playground Standards (AS4685:2014) and (EN1176:2008) 
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*

Limited time only!
Call the team now 1300 669 074

COMPLY WITH NEW GUIDELINES FORInclusive Play


